Hepatitis and Retrovirus

Confidence in Your results
LIAISON® XL Hepatitis and Retrovirus line is the solution

- Accurate detection of retroviruses infections
- Accurate diagnosis of the early stage of HCV infection
- Reliable detection of HBsAg mutants and genotypes for accurate differential diagnosis of the stage of infection
- Hepatitis A and B Line to achieve high safety for diagnosis and monitoring

MAIN FEATURES committed to better technology

- Uniques selection of raw materials for reliable results
- Superior sensitivity for early diagnosis
- Detection of all major variants, subtypes and mutants
- Excellent specificity to meet laboratory needs
- High reproducibility for confidence in results

Ordering information

LIAISON® XL murex HCV Ab (310240)  LIAISON® XL murex Anti-HBs Plus (code 311230)
LIAISON® XL murex HIV Ab/Ag (310260)  LIAISON® Anti-HBc (code 310130)
LIAISON® XL murex HIV Ab/Ag HT (310290)  LIAISON® Hbc IgM (code 310140)
LIAISON® XL murex recHTLV-I/II (310270)  LIAISON® HBeAg (code 310150)
LIAISON® XL murex HBsAg Quant (310250)  LIAISON® Anti-HBe (code 310160)
HBsAg Confirmatory Test (code 310110)  LIAISON® Anti-HAV (code 310170)
LIAISON® XL murex Anti-HBs (code 311220)  LIAISON® HAV IgM (code 310180)

Product availability subject to required regulatory approval